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В работе рассматривается алгоритм управления макетом микроспутника с
гибкими стержнями во время стыковки с некооперируемой целью на аэродинамическом столе. Предложена линейная модель движения макета с нежесткими
элементами. Вектор состояния корпуса макета и нежестких элементов оценивается с помощью расширенного фильтра Калмана с использованием обработки
изображения. В работе представлены результаты исследования разработанных
алгоритмов.
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Docking algorithm for flexible microsatellite mock-ups on planar air-bearing
test-bench
A motion control algorithm for microsatellite mock-up with flexible rods docking with noncooperative target on the air table is proposed in the paper. A linear motion model of the mock-up with flexible rods is developed. The state vector of the
mock-up body and flexible rod is estimated by the extended Kalman Filter using the
visual-based navigation system measurements. The results of the experimental study
of the developed algorithms are presented.
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Introduction
Multi-satellite space systems promise a breakthrough in space exploration and
scientific experiments. A group of satellites flying in small relative distances could
solve ambitious tasks such as on-orbit station assembly [1], exploration of the asteroid belt [2], construction of a distribute sensing system [3] etc. The most challenging
tasks for formation flying are space debris removal and satellites refueling. Both tasks
require precise satellite relative motion control and docking with target that might be
noncooperative. Satellite can be equipped with flexible solar panels or antennas, its
oscillations can be excited by actuators control during the final phase of the docking.
In this case the control algorithm should take into account the motion of flexible parts
of the satellite, otherwise the oscillations could fail the docking. In the paper such an
algorithm is proposed and demonstrated using laboratory facility.
The formation flying control algorithms are commonly verified on the test-bed
allowing frictionless motion along the surface of smooth table. In most cases the aircushion between mock-up's legs and surface is used. Usually it is produced by the
compressed air in the on-board balloons, which leads to the time-limitation of the experiments. Such facilities are widely used in research centers and universities, its
overview is presented in the survey paper [4]. Another way to produce air cushion is
to create airflow through the grid of holes in the flat table surface similar to the airhockey table. In this case there is no need in on-board air ballons, though there must
be an air-supply system connected to the reservoir under the table surface. This kind
of facility is presented in Tehnion's distributed space system laboratory [5] and in the
Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics RAS [6].
Experiments on the air test-bed are often carried out using mock-ups with flexible elements. Testing the space manipulators [7,8], verification of algorithms for
transportation of membranes by a set of flying robots for a large space station construction [9] are such examples. In [10] the problem of the attitude control for maneuvering of the mock-up with flexible structure is solved. The paper [11] considered
the dynamics of the satellite with flexible space manipulator during the docking and
proposed control algorithms applied either to joints of the robotic arms or to the base
platform of the manipulator.
The problem of an autonomous docking between a controlled rigid spacecraft
and an uncontrolled tumbling target is well studied in the literature. In the last decade
significant achievements have been obtained in the field of optimal docking control
strategies. In the papers [12,13] the model predictive control is applied to the problem. It allows to generate the safe and fuel-optimal rendezvous trajectories that guarantee collision avoidance. Its computation requires the use of convex linear and quadratic programming. In the papers [14,15] proposed a second-order coneprogramming-based methodology to solve the rendezvous and proximity operations
problem. Another approach is to apply the inverse dynamics in the virtual domain
method for rapid sub-optimal docking trajectory generation. The approach imposes a
polynomial shape to the both rotational and translational trajectories components of
the chaser spacecraft and the optimal control problem for docking maneuvers is con-
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verted into an equivalent nonlinear programming problem having a reduced number
of parameters to be optimized. The approach is applied in the paper [16] for the rapid
trajectory generation algorithm for the full 6-DOF docking maneuver to an uncontrolled tumbling target. The inverse dynamics approach was implemented for
CubeSats self-assembling and tested on the air table test bench [17]. Guidance strategy based on the inverse dynamics in the virtual domain and the nonlinear programming solver was applied to the path planning for docking maneuvers between two
floating simulators in the Spacecraft Robotics Laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate
School [18].
The fuel-optimal trajectory generation algorithms are computationally intensive,
its implementation in a real-time system is very challenging. Some of them require
high computational time to generate the trajectory, it does not allow onboard implementation of the algorithm in closed-loop fashion. That is why sometimes the optimal
algorithms are compromised for the sake of simpler but rapid ones. The glideslope
algorithm [19] is a common and widely used algorithm for trajectory planning in real
time, although it disregards both optimality and path constraints. It is mainly used
when a straight line approach to the target is required. Straight line approach is required often because of the line-of-sight constraints of docking navigation sensors. In
the paper [20] guidance algorithm employs the glide-slope method for the rapid trajectory generation for SPHERES system. Another approach is to use the fixed precalculated reference docking trajectory, transform it into the mission plan matrix and
control the satellite to achieve reference trajectory. Its application was demonstrated
in the docking experiments on STEPS test-bed [21]. In the paper [22] the docking trajectory of the satellite mock-up is determined by means of polynomial expressions in
time domain, its coefficients are determined by the boundary condition: initial and
final state vector of the chaser mock-up. The coefficients are calculated as a function
and it is easy to update it in real time onboard during the mock-up motion, however
the docking trajectory is not fuel-optimal. In our paper considered the most simple
approach that is similar to the one in [22]. However, it does not address the collision
avoidance during docking, so we added repelled potential to generate collision avoidance force when the mock-up approaches the target not in the front of docking side.
The paper develops a control algorithm for the docking and reference trajectory
tracking with consideration of the flexible motion of the rods. The camera measurements are used for estimation of the mock-up state vector. It consists of center of the
mock-up body position, its velocity and deviations from the equilibrium position of
two rods. The air-table itself produces disturbances caused by local nonflatness
(about 3,5 mm for whole surface) and uneven air flow through holes. The preliminary
measurements of torques and accelerations allow to develop the disturbance map of
the table and to use it for prediction. To prevent the collision with target corresponding terms are included in the controller. An experimental study of the developed algorithm is presented in the paper.
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1. Test bench COSMOS
COSMOS (COmplex for Satellites MOtion Simulation) consists of the airbearing table, industrial fan and its control unit, air supply system and microsatellites
mock-ups (Figure 1). The air bearing table includes aluminum flat perforated surface
and special cavity where air is pumped.
Camera
Air intake tube
Industrial fun
Flexible rods
Docking system
Air table

Mock-ups

Figure 1. Laboratory facility COSMOS with flexible rods

The surface consists of the two one-cm thick plates. Plates are fixed at the bottom by the special frame that prevents bending due to the both pates weight and excessive pressure, so the result non-flatness is about 3.5 mm. Total size of the surface
is 198 cm by 148 cm. The surface has the pattern of 1 mm diameter holes with 20
mm intervals. The distance between holes is chosen to provide frictionless motion for
30 cm platform diameter of mock-up of up to 6 kg mass. Mock-ups have the shape of
octagonal prism of 40 cm height. Each side has mounting holes to install hardware
both inside and outside (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Satellite mock-up

The mock-up control system is based on the construction kit Orbicraft developed by SputniX Ltd [23]. Its mass is about 5.2 kg and axial moment of inertia is
about 0.05 kg  m2 . Control system imitator includes: on-board computer Raspberry
PI 2 B; power supply system; four propellers for thruster imitation; Wi-Fi module.
There is the special mark on top of each mock-up. Marks are used for mock-up
position and attitude determination using external video camera data processing [24].
These data are transmitted by Wi-Fi channel to the on-board computer which is used
to calculate a control command. In case of autonomous attitude and position determination, video camera is used as independent motion determination system. Two flexible rods of 1m length each are attached to the mock-up body. During the control
phase the rods oscillations excites. Along with aerodynamic and gravitational disturbances it leads to unacceptable errors for docking with noncooperative target.

2. Motion model of the mock-up with flexible rods
The mock-up with two flexible rods is considered. Let the rods be fixed at one
end on the mock-up body (see Figure 3). General motion equation derivation for a
satellite with flexible elements one can find in [25–27]. The nonlinear equations are
too balky and not convenient for development of the control algorithm. That is why
only the linear equations are presented in the paper. It describes the satellite motion
rather well under the assumption of small flexible elements deformations.
Flexible elements

"a "

" p"
Mock-up body
Docking system

Figure 3. Scheme of the mock-up with flexible rods
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2.1.Mock-up motion equations derivation
Displacements of the i -th rod point due to the deformations are written as follows

(1)
ui  ai1q1  ai 2 q2  ...  Ai q
where aij is a displacement vector due to j  th deformation mode and q j are the
amplitudes of these modes. Linearized equations of the angular and flexible motion
of the satellite with two rods are (see paper [27])
 ω   Ts  fa  f p 
  

(2)
S  qa   
f a
.
q  

f p
 p 

Here ω is the angular velocity of the satellite body, q a , q p are the vectors of mode
amplitudes of two rods, subscripts " a " and " p " are chosen to indicate the difference
between two rods: " a " for conditional "antenna, " p " for conditional "panel" (see
Figure 3),
 J S a S p 


S   STa M a S ap  ,
T
 ST

  p S ap M p 
J  J s  J a  ma K  a, a1   ma K  a1 , a 2   J p  m p K  p, p1  

1
K  ma a  m p p, ma a  m p p  ,
m
J s , J a , J p are the inertia tensors of mockup body, and the two rods respectively, ma ,
 m p K  p1 , p 2  

m p are the rods masses, a1 , p1 are the vectors from mockup body center of mass to
the rods attachment points, a 2 , p 2 are the vectors from attachment point to the center
of mass of the undeformed rods. K (x,y ) is the following matrix
 x2 y1
 x3 y1 
 x2 y2  x3 y3
K (x, y )    x1 y2
x1 y1  x3 y3
 x3 y2 
 x y
 x2 y3
x1 y1  x2 y2 
1 3

1
Sa   mai  a1  rai   A ai   ma a  m p p   A a , A a   mai Aai ,
m
i
i
1
S p   m pi  p1  rpi   A pi   ma a  m p p   A p , A p   m pi A pi ,
m
i
i
1
1
M a   mai ATai A ai  ATa A a (in case of normalized modes M a  E  ATa A a , E is
m
m
i
the identity matrix, its size corresponds to the number of modes taken into account),
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1
1 T
A a A p , M p   m pi ATpi A pi  ATp A p ,
m
m
i
F
F 
 a  ma  O  a   a2  Fa  Ta ,
 m ma 

S ap  
fa

F
Fp 
f p  p  m p  O 
 p 2  Fp  Tp ,
 m m 
p




F
F 
fa    mai ATai  O  ai   mai ATai A ai Ωa q a  ,
i 
 m mai 



F
Fpi 
f p    m pi ATpi  O 
 m pi ATpi A pi Ω p q p  ,

m m 


i
pi 



FO , Fa , Fp are the vectors of all external forces acting upon whole mock-up and rods

alone respectively Ts , Ta , Tp are the torques acting upon mockup body and rods,

Ω a , Ωb are the matrices of eigen frequencies: Ω  diag 12 22 ... . Values mai ,

m pi , rai , rpi , A ai , A pi one can determine using finite element method.
In case when there are no torques and forces acting upon rods Fa  Fb  0 ,
Tp  Ta  0 , Fai  Fbi  0 . In addition, two identical rods and its symmetrical attachment are considered. In this case
Aa  Ab  A , ma  mb  ml , a1  b1  d1 , a  b  d ,
J a  Jb  J d ,
 J S S 
S   ST M S d  ,
 ST ST M 
d
 

Sa   mai  a1  rai   A ai  S p  S ,
i

J  J s  2J d  2md K  d, d1   2md K  d1 , d2  ,
1
1
M  E  AT A , S l   A T A ,
m
m
m
m
F
F
fa  d d  FO , f p   d d  FO , fa  AT O  Ωq a , f p   AT O  Ωq p .
m
m
m
m
So, the Eqs. (2) are simplified to a form
Jω  S qa  S q p  Ts ,
F
ST ω  Mq a  Sl q p  AT O  Ωq a ,
m
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FO
 Ωq p .
m
Finite element model has shown that it is reasonable to take into account only
one mode for each rod. Consider planar motion only. In this case A is a vector and it
can be written as follows
A 
A   1  , AT A  A12  A22  A2 .
 A2 
In the case of planar motion only the vectors and matrices S  S , ω   , J  J ,
qa  qa , q p  q p Ω   , Ts  Ts are just scalars.
Finally, the angular and flexible motion equations has a form:
J   S qa  S q p  Ts ,
ST ω  STl q a  Mq p   AT

F
1
1


S   1  A2  qa  A2 q p  AT O  qa ,
m
m
 m 
F
1
1


S   A2 qa  1  A2  q p   AT O  q p .
m
m
 m 
Rewrite it in the matrix-vector form
 
 
 Fx 
 
 
S  qa   B f  Fy   C f  qa  ,
T 
q 
q 
 s
 p
 p

(3)

where
J

S   S

 S


S

1  A

2

/ m

A2 / m


0
1
 0
0 0 0 

2


A / m  , B f   A1 / m  A2 / m 0 , C f  0  0  .





A2 / m 0
 A1 / m
0 0 
1  A2 / m 
S

Mock-up center of mass r   x y  motion is described by
r  FO / m .
(4)
Mock-up body center of mass position is determined by
1
rs  r  A  q p  qa  .
(5)
m
Eqs (3) and (4) supplemented by kinematic equations will be used for further
analysis of the system dynamics.
Consider the state vector of the planar motion of the mock-up with flexible rods
as follows
T

x   x

y 

qa

qp

x

y  qa

T

q p  .

Rewrite the Eqs. (3) and (4) in the standard form:
x  Fx  Bu

(6)
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where



05x5
E5x5 
05x3
 Fx 




F
02x5
02x5  , B   E2x2 02x1  , u   Fy  .
 
1


1


 Ts 
S
B
f


 03x2 S C f  03x5 

2.2.Control synthesis
Mock-up body center of mass motion can be derived from Eqs. (4) and (5) and it
is described by the following equation in the linear case
mrs  FO  A  qb  qa  .
(7)
Consider the control that guarantees
(8)
J   k   k   J ref ,
rs  kv rs  kr rs  rref
where rs  rs  rref , rs  rs  rref ,     ref ,     ref , subscript “ref”
means reference trajectory, k , k , kr , kv are positive constants. Thus, we demand that
the motion of the mock-up body tracks the certain reference trajectory. To find this
control one need to exclude q  [qa q p ]T from Eqs. (3) and (7):
q   M q  ST J 1S 

 C q  B F  S J T  ,
S   C q  B F  S J T   T ,
 S J S   C q  B F  S J T .

1

J   S  M q  ST J 1
rs  FO / m  BTr  M q

T



r



O

1





1

s

T



T

1

r

O



1

s

1





s

T

r

O



1

s

Here
1 2
1 2 

1

A
A 
 m
 02 0 
1  AT 
m
S   S S  , M q  
, Br   T  .
 , C  
2
1 2
m  A 
0

 1 A2
0


1 A 

m 
 m
Taking into account (8) the following control law can be obtained
u  U1b ,
(9)
1
1 T 1 
1
T
T 1
T
T 1
E

B
M

S
J
S
B
B
M

S
J
S
S J




2
x
2
r
q


r
r
q


m

U
,

1

1

ST  M q  ST J 1S  B r
1  S  M q  ST J 1S  ST J 1 


 k r  k r  r  BT  M  ST J 1S 1 C q 
v
r
ref
r
q



.
b

1


T 1

k



k



J


S
M

S
J
S
C
q




ref

q
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Thus, the control law in Eq. (9) takes into account current deviations of the flexible elements q to produce the control force for tracking of mock-up body along the
reference trajectory. The control law eliminates the oscillations of the mock-up position and attitude caused by rods vibrations. However, in practice the control force is
limited, so the actuators could not accurately perform the control commands, the oscillations of the mock-up body remains, but nevertheless it amplitude decreases in
time.
2.3.Control realization by fans
The control commands calculated using Eq. (9) are finally executed by four fans
are installed on board in the configuration, shown in Figure 4. Each ventilator is unidirectional, i.e. it produces the force in one direction only. The control vector u has
three components while we have four forces to produce it. So, one need to solve the
task of the calculation of the required thrusts of the fans.

Figure 4. Scheme of ventilators placement

The implementation of the torque and force by the fans' thrust is as follows
4

τ
i 1

4

i

 FO ,  l i  τ i  Ts ,
i 1

where FO   Fx Fy  is a calculated control force, Ts  0 0 Ts  is a calculated
control torque, τ i are the thrust of fans, l is the vector of thrust application. In scalar
form (see Figure 4)
 2   4  Fx , 1   3  Fy , l 1   2   3   4   Ts ,
The fans rotate in only one direction, thus the restrictions on sign of  i are
T

T

 i  0, i  1,4 . Let us minimize the function
Φ  12   22   32   42  min .
In the paper [6] the minimization task is solved. It is shown that for any values
of Fx , Fy и Ts the solution exists and has the form:

1  0.25 Ts / l  2Fy    ,  2  0.25 Ts / l  2 Fx    ,

(10)
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 3  0.25 Ts / l  2Fy    ,  4  0.25 Ts / l  Fx    ,
where





  min 0.25 Ts / l  2 Fy  0.25 Ts / l  2 Fx  0.25 Ts / l  2 Fy  0.25 Ts / l  2 Fx  .

The calculated control is converted into control commands based on the calibration
results using the fan motor model described in [28]. Note, that real fans has restrictions on produced thrust, i.e.  i [0; max ], i  1,4 , where  max  0 is the maximum
possible thrust. In the case, one of the  k calculated using Eq. (10) exceeds value
 max , all the thrusts should be proportionally decreased to avoid the saturation. Thus,
in that case the control u calculated using Eq. (9) is performed with error due to fans
force constrains. The situation could be prevented by choosing corresponding control
parameters in Eq. (9), but in real experiments with mock-ups motion affected by the
air table disturbances, slight delay of fans response etc. it is not simple to avoid the
fans saturation.

3. Motion determination algorithm
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a well-known and well-established for aerospace applications algorithm. It is characterized by a relatively low computational
cost and allows to estimate non-measured parts of the state vector. Let us apply it for
mock-up attitude and flexible rods motion determination in the case of available
measurements of the mock-up body position and attitude.
3.1.Kalman filter basics
Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm that uses dynamical system model and
sensor readings for actual motion reconstruction. State vector assumption xˆ k 1  xˆ  tk 
is calculated for each discrete time step tk . Discrete Kalman filter utilizes correction
of previous estimation [29]. Consider step k  1 along with corresponding state
vector estimation xˆ k 1 and covariance matrix Pk1 . The goal is to find state vector
estimate for the next step xˆ k . First a priory estimation xˆ k is formed using straight
mathematical model integration. It is corrected using sensor measurements vector z k
to obtain a posteriori estimation xˆ k . Covariance error matrix Pk is also constructed
from the previous step information using Riccati equation. It is then updated to Pk
using measurements.
Kalman filter is designed for linear mathematical models and allows the best
mean-square state vector estimation. It might be adapted for any non-linear
mathematical models of both dynamical system and measurements,
x  t   f  x, t   Bu(t )  Gw  t  ,
(11)
z  t   h  x, t   v  t  ,
(12)
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where w  t  is a Gaussian dynamical model error with covariance matrix D , G is a
matrix of influence of model error on state vector, v  t  is a Gaussian measurements
error with covariance matrix R .
Kalman filter requires right-side functions f  x,t  and h  x,t  decomposition
into the Taylor series in the vicinity of current state vector. Only linear terms are used
in the filter. Dynamical system and measurements model matrices are
f  x, t 
h  x, t 
(13)
Fk 
, Hk 
.
x xxˆ  , t t
x xxˆ  , t t
k

k

k

k

Discrete extended Kalman filter uses non-linear dynamical and measurements
models for a priory estimate prediction and a posteriori correction [30].
Prediction phase is
tk

 f  x, t dt ,


k

xˆ 

(14)

tk 1

Pk  Ф k Pk1ФTk  Q k ,
where Q k is the covariance matrix of discrete-time process noise, it is calculated as
Qk 

tk

 Ф GDG
k

T

ФTk dt .

(15)

tk 1

Correction phase is

K k  Pk H Tk  H k Pk H Tk  R k  ,
1





xˆ k  xˆ k  K k z k  h  xˆ k , tk  ,

(16)

Pk   E  K k H k  Pk ,

where Фk = exp  Fk  tk  tk-1   is a transition matrix between states k  1 and k , E is
an identity matrix, K is a gain matrix.
3.2.EKF application
Consider the mock-up state vector as
x   x

y 

qa

qp

x

y  qa

T

q p  .

The developed mock-up motion model (6) is linear. Let the disturbances acting on the
mock-up w(t ) be a linear and angular accelerations. Then the matrix of influence of
model error on state vector G from Eq. (11) is equal to matrix B (Eq. (6)).
Let the only measurements be a position and an angle of the mock-up body
obtained by image processing of the video from the camera above the table (see
T
Figure 1), then the measurement vector z   xs ys   . In this case the
measurement model Eq. (12) is derived from the Eq. (5):
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1


r

Tdcm A  q p  qa 

(17)
z
,
m





where
 cos  sin  
Tdcm  
.
  sin  cos  
The measurement model Eq. (17) is not linear. The measurement matrix H Eq. (13)
then is as follows
H  G H A H 03x5  ,
where
1  A cos  A2 sin   A1 cos   A2 sin  
AH   1
,
m   A1 sin   A2 cos  A1 sin   A2 cos  
1 0 ( A1 sin   A2 cos  )(q p  qa ) / m 
G H  0 1 ( A1 cos   A2 sin  )(q p  qa ) / m  .


0 0

1

4. Path planning algorithm
The path planning algorithm provides the trajectories from actual location to the
desired target location. The most important issues to be addressed by the algorithms
are fuel-optimality, collision avoidance with the target, robustness to perturbations.
Also from the practical point of view, the path planning algorithm has to be real-time
implementable on onboard computer, i.e. it should require low computation costs.
The motion equations of the mock-up with flexible elements are rather complicated even when the linear form is used and just one mode of flexible motion is considered. It is hard to develop fuel-optimal algorithm for trajectory generation and its
onboard implementation could require high computational burden for real-time calculation. That is why in the paper considered the most simple approach that is similar to
the one in [22]. However, it does not address the collision avoidance during docking,
so the repelling potential is added which generates collision avoidance force when the
mock-up approaches the target not in the front of docking side.
Consider a plane reference docking trajectory as a polynomial curve as
ξ ref  b0  b1t  b2t 2  b3t 3  b4t 4 ,
(18)
T

where ξ ref   x ref , y ref , ref  , vectors b i are constant, determined by boundary conditions, i.e.
ξ ref (t  0)  ξ 0 , ξ ref (t  0)  ξ 0 , ξ ref (t  T )  ξT , ξ ref (t  T )  ξT , ξ ref (t  T )  ξT .
Here T is the fixed time of docking maneuver, ξ 0 and ξ 0 are the initial pose and velocity of the chaser mock-up, ξT and ξ T are the final pose and velocity of the mock-
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up when it docked to the target mock-up. Final acceleration ξ T must be set to achieve
smooth docking trajectory at the final stage. Ones the boundary conditions are determined the vectors b i are calculated as
b0  ξ 0 , b1  ξ 0 , b2  





1
12ξ 0  12ξT  6ξ 0T  6ξT T  ξT T 2 ,
2
2T





1
8ξ 0  8ξT  3ξ 0T  5ξT T  ξT T 2 ,
3
T
1
b4  4 6ξ 0  6ξT  2ξ 0T  4ξT T  ξT T 2 .
2T
Since the visual-based navigation system provides state vector of the mock-up
body and not the docking system, final chaser mock-up position rTc and velocity rTc
must be calculated as
b3 





rTc  rTt  Adcm (Tt )rdock ,
rTc  rTt  ωTt   Adcm (Tt )rdock  ,

where rTt and rTt are the target center of body position and velocity at time t  T , Tt
and ωTt are target angle and angular velocity at t  T , rdock is the vector from the target center of body to the chaser center of body in docking position in mock-up reference frame Ot xy , Adcm ( ) is the direction cosine matrix (see Figure 5).
y
Target

Y

dock



x

Ot
rdock

Chaser

O

X

Figure 5. Scheme of two mock-ups docking

Calculate the state vectors of the non-cooperative target at the predefined time
T . If its motion is non-controllable, then only the air table disturbances act on the
mock-up. Using disturbance maps obtained by experimental study one can predict
mock-up motion by integrating its motion equations.
The reference trajectory doesn’t take into account collision avoidance restrictions. It means that reference trajectory even could pass through the target that
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leads to the crash of the mock-ups. To deal with the problem the specific repelling
potential is developed. Its gradient produce the force that guide the mock-up center of
body to the docking side. The potential U p has a form:
t



r2 
2    (   dock ) 
U p  k exp   cos 
(19)
  exp  kr  ,
2
2






t
where  is the attitude of the target mock-up, dock is the angle of the rdock in the tar-

get-fixed reference frame (see Figure 6a), r | r t  r c | x 2  y 2 ,   atan(y / x) ,
k , kr are the positive constants. Set k  2 N  m, kr  0.1 m2 and  t  dock  0 , then
the potential function has the form, presented in Figure 8a. The collision avoidance
forces calculated as F  grad(U p ) are shown in Figure 6b. So, there is no collision
forces from the docking side of the mock-up.

a)

b)
Figure 6. Collision avoidance potential (a) and forces (b)

5. The laboratory simulations
Consider the mock-up with flexible rods motion on the test bench during the
docking to the noncooperative target mock-up. Main parameters of the mock-up with
flexible rods and measurement system are presented in Table 1. Some of them were
obtained by processing measurements of mock-up motion during preliminary experiments using least square method.
The logic of the whole system work is presented in Figure 7. First, when the
time of the docking maneuver T is specified, the EKF estimates the state vectors of
both the chaser and target mock-ups, and based on these estimates the reference trajectory for docking is calculated. Then, the reference trajectory and state vector estimates are used for calculation of control that consists of reference trajectory tracking
part with taking into account flexible motion and collision avoidance terms. The resulting control vector implemented by the fan thrusters. Due to the unaccounted disturbances and collision avoidance control the actual mock-up trajectory deviates from
reference. That is why it is necessary update the reference trajectory with some timestep t .
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Table 1. Parameters of the simulation

Dynamical characteristics of the mock-up
Mass of the whole mock-up, m
5.2 kg
0.3 kg
Mass of the flexible rod, ma  m p
Flexible rod length, L
Mock-up body moment of inertia, J s

1.2 m
0.05 kg  m2

Mock-up with rods moment of inertia, J
Natural main frequency, 0

0.15 kg  m2

Rod displacement vector,
A   A1 ; A2 

[0.001;0.423]

1.5 Hz

Control system parameters
Maximum ventilator thrust, 
Maximum control force, FO
Maximum control torque, Ts

0.95 N
1.9 N
0.4 N  m

Measurement system parameters
Mean square position measurements
2 mm
errors,  r
Mean square angle measurements
error,  

0.1 deg

Control algorithms parameters
25 s-2
Control parameter, kr
Control parameter, kv

10 s-1

Control parameter, k

1 s-2

Control parameter, k

0.62 s-1
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Measurements

EKF State Estimation:
Eqs. (14) and (16)

State vectors
at time
t0 + t  k

Reference trajectory
calculation: Eq. (18)
Ref. trajectory
update

State vector

Ventilator thrust
application: Eq. (10)

Control
vector

Disturbance
model

Control calculation:
reference trajectory tracking Eq. (9)
+ collision avoidance Eq. (19)

Figure 7. Block diagram of the control system

Consider for the docking with the fixed target mock-up with non-cooperative
orientation. Initially the flexible motion of the chaser mock-up is manually excited.
Set the time for docking maneuver to 20 s. First, let the control law disregard the rods
vibrations and be a simple PD-controller for reference trajectory tracking. Figure 8
shows the motion of the chaser mock-up with flexible rods to the target, a set of snapshots are presented. Estimated by EKF deviations of the main low flexible mode of
the both rods are not dumped, but even became slightly more exited during the motion (Figure 9). The flexible motion leads to the mock-up body deviation from the
reference trajectory. It causes the error in position at the final stage of docking of
about 2-3 cm (Figure 10). For our docking system the error must not be more that 2
cm, so the docking occasionally fails because of the mock-up body deviations from
the reference trajectory, it is unacceptable. The control vector dependence on time is
presented in Figure 11. As one can see, because of the flexible motion of the roods,
the implemented control are saturated most of the time.

Figure 8. Docking with PD-control disregarding
flexible motion

Figure 9. Main vibrations dependence on
time
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Figure 10. Deviation from reference trajectory

Figure 11. Control vector dependence
on time

Lets apply the developed control law (9) for almost the same initial conditions
of the mock-ups. Figure 12 shows the chaser mock-up motion. During the maneuver
the flexible motion is significantly damped (Figure 13). The deviation of the mock-up
body from reference trajectory is almost 4 cm in the beginning, but closer to the target mock-up the smaller deviation. And finally due to flexible motion damping the
error is about 1 cm (Figure 14). The control forces and torque is presented in Figure
15. In the beginning the implemented control is also saturated, but in the end the calculated control executed as it is.

Figure 12. Docking with control taking into
account flexible motion

Figure 13. Main vibrations dependence
on time
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Figure 14. Deviation from reference trajectory

Figure 15. Control vector dependence
on time

Now consider the influence of the collision avoidance addition in control on the
motion during the docking. Let’s place the target mock-up in the middle of the table
and turn it docking side away from the direction to the chaser. Since the path planning algorithm is not taking into account the collision avoidance terms, the reference
trajectory could lead directly to the mock-ups crashing. Figure 16 present that situation. Then if we add the collision avoidance potential Eq. (19) to the control, the
mock-up deviates from the reference trajectory to avoid the crash as shown in Figure
17. When the mock-up is moving from the docking side of the target, the additional
control force is almost zero (see Figure 6b). If the deviation from the reference docking trajectory is significant it is necessary to update it by recalculating the coefficients
in Eq. (18). The updates could be also regular with some time step.
Finally, when the target mock-up moves freely along the table it is possible to
predict its pose by integration its motion equations. So, the predicted state vector is
used for reference trajectory calculation. But some disturbances remain unaccounted,
that is why the reference trajectory has to be regularly updated.

Figure 16. Mock-ups crash

Figure 17. Collision avoidance
demonstration
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Conclusion
The developed control algorithm of the mock-up with flexible rods is able to
diminish the vibrations and track the mock-up body docking trajectory with the required accuracy. The experimental study showed that it works well even with restrictions in control vector. The algorithm is suitable for implementation for on-board
computer with real-time requirements, though it is necessary to set the parameters of
the flexible elements. Moreover, the assumptions about one natural flexible mode
with low frequency dominating and about smallness rod deviations from equilibrium
position must be satisfied.
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